
Succession Planning
Plan for the Future



What if…
• Your best employee left your agency
• Your most critical leader or volunteer left your 

agency
– Who would fill their role?
– How long would it take to find a replacement?
– What would be the impact to your agency and 

community?
– What is your plan?
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Lessons from Shrek
When his new father-in-law, King Harold falls ill, Shrek is 
looked at as the heir to the land of Far, Far Away. 
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Group Discussion
• What stood out to you?

• What was the plan to fill the 
King’s position ruling Far, Far 
Away?

• What was Shrek’s reaction to 
the plan?

• Do you feel Shrek was 
qualified as the King’s 
successor?  Why?  Why not?
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Agenda
• Succession Planning

– What is it?  
– Why does it matter?

• Talent Review Process
– How do I conduct a talent review?

• Talent Acquisition and Development
– How do we identify and bring in talent?
– What do we do to develop our talent?
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Succession Planning is…
• A process to plan for the future of your agency

• A plan to ensure the continuity of your agency

• A plan to ensure you are able to continue to feed 
people and fight hunger
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Succession Planning Steps
1. Key/ Critical Position Review

2. Talent Review

3. Talent Review Meeting

4. Succession Planning Form
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Step 1:  Key/ Critical Position
Reasons a position may be key/critical:

• Mission: Person is a key contributor to the mission.

• Critical Function: Person performs task critical to vital 
functions. Leaving it vacant would hinder or prevent success 
of mission.

• Special Skills: Person provides specialized leadership or 
technical skills that are difficult to replace.

• High Turnover: Person or group is vulnerable to high turnover.
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Step 2:  Talent Review
• Provides a consistent process for understanding the 

capabilities and potential of your program staff

• Differentiates abilities and skills

• Identifies those that have potential to take on more

• Helps take the emotion out of the process to 
determine what is in the best interest of your agency
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Talent Review Grid
• Assess the performance and 

potential of your program staff
– One axis measures 

performance (horizontal)
– One axis measures the person’s 

potential to take on more 
responsibility (vertical)

• Use the grid to consistently evaluate 
talent

• Share the grid to drive retention and 
plans for talent development
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Scorecard for Assessing Potential
• Review each potential successor

• Complete the evaluation scorecard (handout)

• Calculate the total number of “yes” responses and use 
the following scoring:

• 0-3 = Low
• 4-7 = Medium
• 8-10 = High

• Move to the corresponding potential block on the grid
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Step 3:  Talent Review Meeting
• Share the talent review 

grid

• Discuss each person’s 
placement on the grid

• Agree on final 
placement within the 
grid
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Step 4:  Succession Planning Form
• Use a basic form to capture a list of successors 

for key positions
– Who?
– How far are they from being ready?

• Use this in conjunction with the talent review grid 
to track and record your list of potential 
successors
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Talent Acquisition and Development
• Seek new talent to fill gaps

– Ask
– Partner
– Diversify
– Repeat

• Develop existing talent for future placement
– Discover
– Develop
– Distinguish
– Repeat
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Tips for Success
• Create transparency and accountability

• Be people driven rather than position driven

• Be creative and don’t go at it alone

• Involve them

• Follow-up and drive their readiness to the next level
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Review
• Identify critical positions within your agency

• Assess your talent (performance and potential)

• Use a basic succession planning form

• Don’t keep it a secret – share with the person

• Attract and develop talent

• Leverage and educate others to help you run your program
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Final Thoughts
• Ensure the continuity of your agency – build and 

plan for the future!
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